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Abstract
The energy produced by a photovoltaic system over a given period can be estimated from the

incident radiation at the site where the Grid Connected PV System (GCPVS) is located, assuming
knowledge of certain basic features of the system under study. Due to the inherently stochastic
nature of solar radiation, the question “How much energy will a GCPVS produce at this location
over the next few years?” involves an exercise of prediction inevitably subjected to a degree
of uncertainty. Moreover, during the life cycle of the GCPVS, another question arises: “Is the
system working correctly?”. This paper proposes and examines several methods to cope with
these questions. The daily performance of a PV system is simulated. This simulation and the
interannual variability of both radiation and productivity are statistically analyzed. From the
results several regression adjustments are obtained. This analysis is shown to be useful both
for productivity prediction and performance checking exercises. Finally, a statistical analysis of
the performance of a GCPVS is carried out as a detection method of malfunctioning parts of the
system.
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List of Symbols

D Mean difference between the reference and the simulation daily productivities

D
(i)
d Daily difference between the productivity of the i-th group and the productivity of

the reference

Ddy Difference between the reference and the simulation daily productivities in the day
d of the year y

Di Mean of the daily difference between the productivity of the i-th group and the
productivity of the reference

di Distance of the individual productivity of the i-th group to the mean productivity
of the system

Eac Energy produced by a grid connected PV system

Gd(0) Interannual average of the daily global horizontal irradiation

Gd,y(0) Daily global horizontal irradiation in the day d of the year y

Gm(0) Interannual average of the monthly means of the daily global horizontal irradia-
tion

Gm,y(0) Monthly mean of the daily global horizontal irradiation of the month m of the
year y

Gy(0) Interannual average of the yearly means of the daily global horizontal irradiation

Gy(0) Yearly mean of the daily global horizontal irradiation of the year y

Ge f d(I) Interannual average of the daily effective irradiation

Ge f d,y(I) Daily effective irradiation in the day d of the year y

Ge fm(I) Interannual average of the monthly means of the daily effective irradiation

Ge fm,y(I) Monthly mean of the daily effective irradiation of the month m of the year y

Ge f y(I) Interannual average of the yearly means of the daily effective irradiation

Ge f y(I) Yearly mean of the daily effective irradiation of the year y

P∗
g Nominal power of the PV generator

rD Relative mean difference between the reference and the simulation daily produc-
tivities

ρ Correlation coefficient between the reference and the simulation daily productivi-
ties

RMSD Root mean squared difference between the reference and the simulation daily
productivities

rRMSD Relative value of the root mean squared difference between the reference and
the simulation daily productivities

σD Standard deviation of the difference between the reference and the simulation
daily productivities
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σDi Standard deviation of the daily difference between the productivity of the i-th
group and the productivity of the reference

σG0d Standard deviation of the daily global horizontal irradiation

σG0m Standard deviation of the monthly means of the daily global horizontal irradiation

σG0y Standard deviation of the interanual average of the yearly means of the daily
global horizontal irradiation

σG0y Standard deviation of the yearly means of the daily global horizontal irradiation

σGe f d Standard deviation of the daily effective irradiation

σGe fm Standard deviation of the monthly means of the daily effective irradiation

σGe f y Standard deviation of the interanual average of the yearly means of the daily ef-
fective irradiation

σGe f y Standard deviation of the yearly means of the daily effective irradiation

σ∗
i Difference between the standard deviation of the daily productivities of the i-th

group and the standard deviation of the reference

σre f Standard deviation of the daily productivity of the reference

σsim Standard deviation of the simulation of daily productivity

σY f d Standard deviation of the daily productivity

σY fm Standard deviation of the monthly means of the daily productivity

σY f y Standard deviation of the interanual average of the yearly means of the daily pro-
ductivity

σY f y Standard deviation of the yearly means of the daily productivity

Yf d Interannual average of the daily productivity

Ỹf d,y Median of the daily final productivities of a group of PV systems in the day d of
the year y

Y
(re f )
f d,y Daily final productivity of the reference PV system in the day d of the year y

Y
(sim)
f d,y Simulation of the daily final productivity in the day d of the year y

Y
(i)
f Productivity of the i-th group of a PV system

Yf m Interannual average of the monthly means of the daily productivity

Yf m,y Monthly mean of the daily final productivity of the month m of the year y

Yf ,re f Final productivity of the reference grid connected PV system

Yf y Interannual average of the yearly means of the daily productivity
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy produced by a photovoltaic system over a given period can be estimated
from historical values of the incident radiation at the site where the Grid Connected PV
System (GCPVS) is located, assuming knowledge of certain basic features of the system
under study. Due to the inherently stochastic nature of solar radiation, the question “How
much energy will a GCPVS produce at this location over the next few years?” involves an
exercise of prediction inevitably subjected to a degree of uncertainty. Moreover, during
the life cycle of the GCPVS, another question arises: “Is the system working correctly?”.

This paper proposes and examines several methods to cope with these questions:

• The daily performance of a PV system is simulated. This simulation is statistically
analyzed and validated. The results could be used both for productivity prediction
during the life cycle of the system and for checking its correct operation.

• The interannual variability of both radiation and productivity is statistically ana-
lyzed. From the results several regression adjustments are to be obtained. Again,
these regression lines are useful for both productivity prediction and performance
checking exercises.

• Finally, a statistical analysis of the performance of a GCPVS is carried out as a de-
tection method of malfunctioning parts of the system.

These methods will take use of the performance data of a 6.02 MWp two-axis tracking
GCPVS located in Carmona (Sevilla, España; latitude =37.4◦N); 225 trackers organised in
57 groups: 54 of them with 4 trackers and 3 of them with 3 trackers. Each of the trackers
supports a PV generator composed of 132 Isofotón IS-207 modules which feeds a 25 kW
inverter located inside the column of the tracker. In this study the analyzed performance
data represent 18 groups of 4 trackers. Therefore, the nominal power of the generator of
each group for our analysis is P∗

g = 109.3 kWp. The daily energy production data, Eac, of
each group is registered by an energy meter. For the analysis, the final productivity is to
be used: Yf ,re f = Eac/P∗

g .
The performance of tracking PV systems has already been studied by other authors,

although none of them have undertaken a statistical analysis. Several references are to
be considered: Gordon and Wenger [GW91] analyze the relation between shadows, area
occupation, tracker and plant geometry, limitation of tracking angle and electrical con-
figuration of the generator; Panico et al. [PGWS91] proposes the backtracking technique
for horizontal axis trackers; Macagnan and Lorenzo [Mac93] include a chapter devoted
to geometrical considerations of tracking systems, the energy produced by each tracking
technology and the analysis of mutual shadows; Lorenzo et al. [LPEA02] examine the
geometry of shadows in an azimuthal tracking system, applying the results to the design
of a PV plant; Narvarte and Lorenzo [NL08] study the tracking and shading geometry for
single vertical axis, single horizontal axis and two axes, and present simulation results re-
garding energy production and ground cover. Detailed information about PV tracking, a
large set of equations describing the movement of several types of trackers, and a method
for mutual shadows calculation can be found in [Per08].
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II. MODELLINGOFA TWO-AXIS TRACKINGPV SYSTEM: PROCEDUREANDVALIDA-

TION

A. Calculation procedure

The source data for the performance simulation is a set of daily values of global hor-
izontal irradiation. This database has been obtained from the meteorological station of
Carmona-Tomejil (? ]), 20 km far away from the PV plant.

Each element of this database, Gd,y(0), corresponds to the daily global horizontal irra-
diation in the day d of the year y. From each element, the daily global effective irradiation
on the generator is calculated following the first six steps of Table I. The daily effective
irradiation of the day d of the year y is represented with Ge f d,y(I). The final productivity
of a typical system is calculated for each cell of the matrix with the last four steps of Table
I. The simulation of productivity of the day d of the year y is represented with Y

(sim)
f d,y .

The available performance data spans from July 2007 to June 2008. The real perfor-
mance data of the groups which are working correctly is the reference for the validation
of the simulation procedure. This reference can be constructed filtering the data of the
faulty groups (outliers in a statistical sense). Since the median is a measure of center re-
garded as robust against the outliers [Nav08], the daily median of the performance of the

18 groups is calculated and used as the reference (Y(re f )
f ,dy = Ỹf ,dy, where X̃ stands for the

median of X).

B. Validation

The comparison between the simulation, Y(sim)
f d,y , and the productivity data, Y(re f )

f d,y , for
the period from July 2007 to June 2008, both for daily values and for monthly means of
daily values, is shown in the figure 1.

The comparison of daily values shows fluctuations which become weaker with the
monthly means. Moreover, the higher the global irradiation, the better the correspon-
dence between model and data, as a consequence of the correlations between global and
diffuse irradiation. Some other aspects must be remarked to understand the deviation
between model and data:

• The distance between the meteorological station and the plant location imposes a
difference between the radiation being measured and the radiation on the plant.

• The inverter has been modeled with three generic coefficients. For a better adjust-
ment these coefficients should be obtained from a real performance curve fitting
and considering the effect of voltage. These curves were not available when the
initial estimation was carried out.

• The module parameter dispersion losses and the Joule effect losses in wiring has
been modeled with constant coefficients estimated a priori.

The daily difference between the reference and the simulation data is Ddy = Y
(sim)
f ,dy −

Y
(re f )
f ,dy . The mean and the standard deviation of the difference is denoted with D and
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Table I: Calculation procedure for the estimation of energy produced by a PV system from daily
global horizontal irradiation data

Step Method

Decomposition of daily global
horizontal Irradiation

Correlation between diffuse fraction of horizontal
radiation and clearness index proposed by
Collares-Pereira and Rabl [CPR79]

Estimation of instantaneous irradiance
Ratio of global irradiance to daily global irradiation
proposed by Collares-Pereira and Rabl [CPR79]

Estimation of irradiance on inclined
surface

The direct irradiance is calculated with geometrical
equations. The estimation of the diffuse component
makes use of the anisotropic model proposed by
Hay and McKay [HM85]

Albedo irradiance
Isotropic diffuse irradiance with reflection factor
equal to 0,2

Effects of dirt and angle of incidence
Equations proposed by Martin and Ruiz [MR01]. A
low constant dirtiness degree has been supposed
(2%)

Shading effects

Only the direct irradiance is supposed to be
affected by shadows. Besides, this effect is
modelled as a linear relation with the shadow
factor, SFxx (where xx depends on the direction of
the source of shadows), following the method
detailed in [Per08]

Ge f s = De f + Re f + Be f · (1− SFxx)

Ambient Temperature
The ambient temperature has been modeled with
the constant Ta = 25◦C.

Parameters of the PV generator
dVoc/dTc = 0, 475%

ºC
TONC = 47◦C

Efficiency of the Inverter
The characteristic coefficients of the inverters
[JSS92] are: ko0 = 0.01 , ko1 = 0.025 , ko2 = 0.05.

Other losses

Losses due to wiring and electrical protections,
dispersion of module parameters and algorithm of
MPP tracking have been modeled with constant
coefficients.
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Figure 1: Relative difference between the productivity reference and the simulation for daily
values and monthly means of daily productivity.

σD, respectively. The correspondence between the reference and the simulation can be
summarized with the use of some statistics [SJM+09, Tay00]:

• The correlation coefficient, ρ, which gives a measure of linear relation between the
reference and the model.

• The root mean squared difference, RMSD, which measures the size of the discrep-
ancies between the reference and the model. It can be calculated with [Pee01]:

RMSD2 = σ2
D + D²

• The standard deviation of the simulation, σsim, and the reference, σre f .

For the D and RMSD statistics, their relative value is preferred, calculated with the mean

of the productivity reference: rRMSD = RMSD/Y(re f )
f and rD = D/Y(re f )

f . The statis-
tics for the whole period for daily values are summarized in Table II, while its monthly
evolution is presented in the figure 2.

The set of statistics for daily values (Table II) shows a good behaviour of the simu-
lation. The simulation gets a variance similar to the reference, a rRMSD of 10% and a
good correlation coefficient. The statistics for monthly means of daily values (Table III)
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Figure 2: Monthly evolution of statistics of the difference between the productivity data (Ref)
and simulation (Sim) and regression adjustments (LM:Yf d,y(I) ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) and LM2:

Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0)) for daily values.

evidence an improvement in the whole set of statistics with a rRMSD below 5% . The
yearly simulation (Table IV) deviate less than 1% from the productivity data .

The monthly evolution of these statistics (Figure 2) shows that the simulation repro-
duce correctly the trend of the variance of observation data.

The trend of the rRMSD resembles the variance of the productivity data. A plausible
explanation is that higher variances of productivity are related with low values of the
clearness index, which is the region where the correlations between diffuse and global
radiation produces worse results and consequently the RMSD is higher.

The trend of the correlation coefficient also tracks the tendency of the variance of data.
Surprisingly the correlation coefficient is worse for the months with best clearness index
values. An explanation about this fact will be provided with the help of the Figure 4.
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Table II: Statistics of the correspondence between the reference and simulation for daily values

Method σ D D/Y(re f )
f RMSD rRMSD ρ

Reference 2.09
Simulation 2.19 -0.02 -0.00 0.58 0.10 0.97

Yf d,y ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) 2.16 -0.03 -0.00 0.62 0.10 0.96
Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) 2.26 -0.07 -0.01 0.72 0.12 0.95

Table III: Statistics of the correspondence between the reference and simulation for monthly
means of daily values

Method σ D D/Y(re f )
f RMSD rRMSD ρ

Reference 1.42
Simulation 1.44 -0.03 0.00 0.26 0.04 0.98

Linear Regression 1.42 -0.06 -0.01 0.28 0.05 0.98
Rule of Three 1.44 0.06 0.01 0.26 0.04 0.98

III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE VARIABILITY OF THE IRRADIATION AND THE

PRODUCTIVITY

A. Calculation procedure

The source data for the analysis of the variability is again a set of daily values of global
horizontal irradiation from the meteorological station of Carmona-Tomejil [Jun08]. For
this analysis, the time period spans from September 2001 to September 2008.

This database can be arranged in a matrix of 365 rows and 8 columns (one per year),
where each element Gd,y(0) corresponds to the daily global horizontal irradiation in the
day d of the year y. Since some values were not available, part of this matrix is empty.
From each element, the daily global effective irradiation on the generator is calculated
following the first six steps of Table I. The daily effective irradiation of the day d of
the year y is represented with Ge f d,y(I). The final productivity of a typical system is
calculated for each cell of the matrix with the last four steps of Table I. The productivity
of the day d of the year y is represented with Yf d,y.

From each matrix it is possible to extract a new matrix of monthly means of daily
values. This new matrix consists of 12 rows and 8 columns. Each element of this matrix
is represented with Gm,y(0), Ge fm,y(I) and Yf m,y, respectively. Besides, a vector of 8 yearly
means of daily values can be constructed from each original matrix, where Gy(0), Ge f y(I)

Table IV: Statistics of the correspondence between the reference and simulation for yearly means
of daily values

Method Yf D D/Y(re f )
f

Reference 2 169.16
Simulation 2 178.06 8.90 0.004

Linear Regression 2 171.62 2.46 0.001
Rule of Three 2 132.31 -36.85 -0.02
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(365 · 8) × {Gd,y(0)}

365 ×
{

Gd(0)
σG0d

}

(12 · 8) × {Gm,y(0)} 12 ×
{

Gm(0)
σG0m

}

8 × Gy(0)
Gy(0)
σG0y

σ
G0y

Figure 3: Sequence of transformations from daily values of global horizontal irradiation to
monthly and yearly means of radiation values.

and Yf y stand for each element of the three vectors.
From these matrices and vectors, three different classes of time averages can be calcu-

lated:

• The interannual average of the daily values: each of the 365 elements of this vector
is represented with Gd(0), Ge f d(I), Yf d and calculated with Xd = 1

8 ∑
8
y=1 Xd,y . A

vector of standard deviation values is connected to each of these vectors, with its
elements represented with σG0d, σGe f d and σY f d.

• The interannual average of the monthly means: each of the 12 elements of this vec-
tor is represented with Gm(0), Ge fm(I), Yf m and calculated with Xm = 1

8 ∑
8
y=1 Xm,y

. A vector of standard deviation values is connected to each of this vector, with its
elements represented with σG0m, σGe fm and σY fm.

• The interannual average of the yearly means, represented with Gy(0), Ge f y(I), Yf y.
The standard deviation associated to this average is represented with σG0y, σGe f y

and σY f y.

Moreover, the standard deviation of the mean (SDOM) is of interest. The three vectors
Gy(0), Ge f y(I) and Yf y, which belong to a limited time period, can be supposed to be a
sample of the population of the yearly productivities during the N years of the life cycle
of the system. It is then possible to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the pop-
ulation with the sample mean and standard deviation. Therefore, the mean productivity
during the N years of the life cycle of the system can be quantified with the mean Yf y and
the SDOM, σY f y, where σY f y = σY f y/

√
N. The SDOM of will be represented with σG0y ,

σGe f y, σY f y.
This sequence of transformations is summarised in Figure 3 for the global horizontal

irradiation.

B. Interannual variability of the global irradiation

The interannual variability or relative uncertainty is calculated with: δX = σX/X. For
the set of data of this station, the daily (σG0d/Gd(0)) , monthly (σG0m/Gm(0)) and annual
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Figure 4: Variability of daily, monthly and yearly horizontal global irradiation during the period
2001-2008.

(σG0y/Gy(0)) variability of the global horizontal irradiation during the period 2001-2008
is shown in Figure 4:

The daily variability of the global horizontal irradiation ranges from 0.6 inwinter to 0.1
in summer. The monthly values range from 0.35 in winter to 0.1 in summer. The yearly
variability for the period 2002-2007 (2001 and 2008 are excluded since they are incomplete
years) is 2.5%. These results are similar to those published by PVGIS ( [SHD+07]).

Since the effective irradiation is a function of the horizontal irradiation, its variability
can be derived following the theory of error propagation [Nav08]:

δGe f f
=

G(0)

Ge f (I)
·
∣∣∣∣
dGe f (I)

dG(0)

∣∣∣∣ · δG(0)

In Figure 5 the ratio between daily effective incident and horizontal irradiation versus
horizontal irradiation is displayed for each month of the year. It is interesting to observe
that the ratio Ge f d,y/Gd,y(0) and the slope of the regression line Ge f d,y(I)/Gd,y(0) = m ·
Gd,y(0) + n are higher for winter than for summer. Here, from Figure 2 we remember
that the correlation coefficient in the validation results was worse for the months with
best clearness index values. This may be explained if the figure 4 is connected to the fact
that the correlation coefficient only quantifies the linear relation between model and data.
In months with moderate clearness index values the productivity of a PV system spans
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Daily Horizontal global irradiation (kWh/m²)
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Figure 5: Relation Ge f d,y(I)/Gd,y(0) = m · Gd,y(0) + n between daily horizontal and effective
radiation for each month during the period 2001-2008

over a large range. However, on months with high clearness index values, the cloud of
values is concentrated in a smaller region where a linear relation could be more difficult
to find.

The global effective irradiation is a nonlinear function of the horizontal irradiation, so
the derivative included in the last equation depends on the value of the horizontal irra-
diation. For this location and for a two-axis tracker, the absolute value of this derivative
is greater than 1 during the whole set period. Therefore, the variability of the effective
irradiation is higher than the variability of horizontal irradiation. The ratio between the
variability of horizontal and effective incident irradiation versus the mean of the daily
horizontal irradiation is shown in Figure 6. This ratio is approximately linear in a range
comprised between 1 and 2.5, decreasing with increasing horizontal irradiation.

In Figure 7 the ratio betweenmonthly effective incident and horizontal irradiation ver-
sus horizontal irradiation is displayed for each month of the year. Once again the ratio
Ge fm,y/Gm,y(0) and the slope of the line Ge fm,y(I)/Gm,y(0) = m · Gm,y(0) + n is larger for
winter than for summer.

It is worth to note that, although we are analysing estimated effective irradiation,
the described relations are not due to the calculation procedure. This same analysis
has been applied to radiation data from the HELIOS-IES meteorological station (http://helios.ies-def.upm.es/). In this database both daily global horizontal irradiation
and global irradiation incident on a fixed plane are available. The nonlinear relation be-
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Figure 6: Ratio of variability of daily horizontal and effective global irradiation during the
period 2001-2008

tween horizontal and incident irradiation is found again. The derivatives for a fixed sys-
tem and for a two-axis tracking system are different, but their absolute values are greater
than unity in both cases for almost the whole set of data. Consequently, the variability of
the incident irradiation is higher than the variability of the horizontal irradiation.

C. Interannual variability of the productivity of a two-axis tracking PV system

This analysis can also be applied to the final productivity. The relation between daily
final productivity and effective irradiation can be assumed as quasi-linear ( [PLC07]),
so the derivative of the equation of variability is approximately constant (in a range of
values from 0.7 to 0.8). Although this fact reduces the amplification of the variability due
to the transformation from horizontal to effective irradiation, the variability of the final
productivity is higher than the variability of the horizontal irradiation.

When a performance prediction for the life cycle of the system is needed, the average
of yearly means (Yf y) is of common usage. In this case, the uncertainty due to the vari-
ability of radiation can be quantified with the SDOM, σY f y. However, if the productivity
is to be checked each year, then the standard deviation σY f y has to be used.

When a daily performance analysis is carried out, the vector of averages of daily val-
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Figure 7: Relation Ge fm,y(I)/Gm,y(0) = m · Gm,y(0) + n between monthly horizontal and
effective radiation during the period 2001-2008

ues (Yf d and σY f d) is the appropriate data. This information is seldom reported and in-

stead the vector of averages of monthly values (Yf m) is supplied. Due to the variabil-
ity of radiation and productivity, this vector has to be corrected with the current daily
global horizontal radiation. Although it is a customary practice, it is not advisable to
check the productivity of a system by means of a rule of three between current horizon-
tal irradiation and the ratio of estimated productivity and mean horizontal irradiation.
As it will be detailed in the next section, it is preferable to use the 12 regression lines
Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) = m · Gd,y(0) + n, equivalent to those shown in the Section 5.

It shall be remarked that the uncertainty due to the variability of the radiation is only
one of the sources of uncertainty in a productivity prediction. There are several additional
sources of uncertainty (for example, the radiation measurement errors) that should be
included in the calculation of the total standard deviation [Lor03].

D. Productivity calculation with regression adjustments

The approach described in section II does necessarily make use of a computer, which
every day has to simulate the performance of the system from the daily global horizontal
irradiation. In order to reduce the dependence from the computer, it is sensible to benefit
from the variability analysis. In Figure 5 the regression lines Ge f d,y(I)/Gd,y(0) = m ·
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Table V: Coefficients of the regression adjustments Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) and
Yf d,y ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) for daily values, and Yf m,y ⊲⊳ Gm,y(0) for monthly means of daily values.

Daily values Monthly means
Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) Yf d,y ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0) Yf m,y ⊲⊳ Gm,y(0)

Month n m n m n m
1 0.15 0.47 -1.97 2.27 -2.20 2.35
2 0.23 0.28 -1.83 1.82 -2.39 1.98
3 0.37 0.14 -1.81 1.48 -1.86 1.49
4 0.39 0.09 -1.92 1.32 -2.19 1.36
5 0.40 0.08 -2.17 1.29 -2.64 1.35
6 0.45 0.07 -2.85 1.37 -2.67 1.34
7 0.54 0.06 -2.38 1.31 -1.81 1.24
8 0.64 0.05 -1.83 1.29 -1.90 1.30
9 0.49 0.10 -1.63 1.38 -1.47 1.35
10 0.34 0.20 -1.57 1.62 -2.65 1.91
11 0.22 0.39 -1.77 2.08 -2.53 2.34
12 -0.05 0.63 -2.05 2.48 -2.25 2.56

Gd,y(0) + n are shown for each month. The correspondent regression lines for Yf d,y can
be extracted from the same calculation exercise. Therefore, with the current value of
global horizontal irradiation, these equations provide the estimation of productivity of
the system.

As previously explained, the relation between effective incident and horizontal irradi-
ation is non-linear. However, it is interesting to study the results obtained with a regres-
sion between Yf d,y and Gd,y(0), instead of Yf d,y/Gd,y(0) and Gd,y(0). The Table V contains
the coefficients of the 12 regression lines for each approach. This table also includes the
coefficients of the regression of monthly means Yf m,y ⊲⊳ Gmd,y(0). It is interesting to note
the similarity between the slopes of the regression lines of daily values (Yf d,y ⊲⊳ Gd,y(0))
and monthly means (Yf m,y ⊲⊳ Gm,y(0)).

For monthly and yearly values, the designer of the system usually provides the esti-
mation of productivity related to the reference of global horizontal irradiation. In order
to check the performance of the system, it is of common usage a rule of three to cor-
rect the estimated productivity with the current monthly or yearly means of horizontal
irradiation. This approach has also been analyzed in this comparison.

The set of statistics for daily values (TableII) shows a good behaviour of the two regres-
sion adjustments. The variance is similar to the reference, the rRMSD is around 10% and
the correlation coefficient is acceptable. The statistics for monthly means of daily values
(Table III) evidence again an improvement in the whole set of statistics with a rRMSD
around 5%, both for the regression adjustment and the rule of three . The yearly calcula-
tion (Table IV) deviate less than 1% from the productivity data when using the regression
adjustment and around 2% when using the rule of three.

The monthly evolution of these statistics (Figure 2) shows that the regression lines
correctly track the trend of the variance of observation data.
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IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A TWO-AXIS TRACKING PV

SYSTEM

Since the 18 groups of the 6 MWp PV system are theoretically identical, their per-
formance along the time should be the same. Due to their practical differences –power
tolerance, dispersion losses, dust–, the individual performance of each group will devi-
ate from the average behaviour. However, when a group is performing correctly, these
deviations are constrained inside a range and should not be regarded as sign of malfunc-
tioning.

If these common deviations are assumed as a random process, a statistical analysis of
the performance of the whole set of groups can identify a faulty group as the one that
departs significantly from the mean behaviour. This identification can be carried out by
graphical analysis or with a numerical criterion. Moreover, it is possible to analyse only
the performance during the current day, or the trend of the groups during a time period.

A. Current day approach

In statistical theory, there are several methods of assessing whether one piece of exper-
imental data from a set of observations is likely to be an outlier. It is worth to mention the
graphical methodwith boxplots based in the interquantile range [Cle93], the Chauvenet’s
criterion [Tay97], the Pierce’s criterion [Ros03] or even an application of the Chebyshev
theorem [AFC05]. Both the Chauvenet’s and Pierce’s criterion assume the measurements
are governed by a gaussian distribution. However, the Chebyshev theorem is not de-
pendent upon any knowing how the data is distributed. In our case, the premise of a
gaussian distribution is reasonable, and consequently Chauvenet’s and Pierce’s criterion
are applicable.

In Chauvenet’s method, there is an arbitrary assumption that a measurement may be
rejected if the probability of obtaining the deviation from the mean for that value is less
than the inverse of twice the number of measurements. The theoretical development of
Peirce’s criterion does not make any such assumption. In addition, Chauvenet’s criterion
makes no distinction between the case of one or several suspicious data values, whereas
Peirce’s criterion can be applied in the case of several suspicious data values using a
table included in the previous reference. However, due to its ease of presentation, the
application of the Chauvenet’s criterion to our PV system is described here.

1. For the current day, the mean, Yf , and the standard deviation, σYf
, of the productiv-

ity of the set of the 18 groups is calculated.

2. With the daily mean and standard deviation, the distance of the individual perfor-
mance of each group, Y(i)

f , to the mean performance of the set is calculated with:

di =
Y

(i)
f − Yf

σYf

3. In this method, it is assumed that a measurement may be rejected if the probability
of obtaining the deviation from the mean for that value is less than the inverse of
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twice the number of measurements. For N = 18, this probability is 0.0277. In a
cumulative normal distribution (z-score table) this probability corresponds to di =
−1.92 (only negative values of di are of interest). Therefore, a group can be detected
as faulty if its relative individual performance is:

Y
(i)
f

Yf

< 1− 1.92 ·
σYf

Yf

In the time period from July 2007 to June 2008, the Chauvenet’s criterion produces 249
identifications (3,8%) from a total of 6570 observations (18 groups, 365 days). During
this period the group failures were not systematically registered. Therefore, it was not
possible to quantify the number of false positives and missing negatives of this criterion.
However, a random application of this procedure correctly detected faulty groups.

The ratio σY f/Yf during this period ranged from 1.1% in summer to 5.8% in winter.
Therefore, this method can detect a faulty group of this system if its individual perfor-
mance deviation from the group is higher than 2.12% in summer and 11.1% in winter.

B. Time period approach

In order to take in consideration the trend of past days, we construct a daily reference

(Y(re f )
f ,d ) and compare the daily performance of each group (Y(i)

f ,d) with this reference dur-
ing a time period of Nd days preceding the current day. The real performance data of
those groups which are working correctly is a useful reference which can be constructed
filtering the data of those groups detected as faulty. Again, the daily median of the per-

formance of the 18 groups is calculated and used as the reference (Y(re f )
f ,d = Ỹf ,d).

The daily difference between the reference and the individual data is D
(i)
d = Y

(i)
f ,d −

Y
(re f )
f ,d (thus, a negative value of D(i)

d means that the ith group produced below the refer-
ence during the day d). The mean and the standard deviation of the difference for the ith
group during a period of Nd days is denoted with Di and σDi.

For this analysis, the statistics to be calculated for each group are: the correlation coef-
ficient, ρi; the root mean square difference, RMSDi ; the standard deviation of individual
performances, σi, and reference, σre f ; the difference of standard deviations defined as
σ∗
i = σi − σre f .
When several comparisons are to be carried out (18 in this analysis), this set of statistics

can be summarised in graphical tools taking advantage of the mathematical relations be-
tween them [JKS+09, Tay00]. In our studywe will work with the “target” diagram, which
plots together the root mean square difference, the average difference and the standard
deviation of the difference. Besides, this diagram includes the sign of the difference of
standard deviations.

The Figure 8 includes a target diagram where the reference and individual perfor-
mances are compared during four different time periods (Nd ∈ {5; 10; 20; 30} in this
example). The mean difference serves as the y-axis, and the standard deviation of the
difference as x-axis. The distance between the origin and a point of the diagram is the
RMSD of that point. Therefore, the circles are the set of points with the same RMSD. In
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σD ⋅ sign(σ*)
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Figure 8: Target diagram for the productivity reference and the individual performances during
different time periods. The mean difference serves as the y-axis, and the standard deviation of the

difference as x-axis. The circles are the set of points with the same RMSD. Four circles are
drawn: the first quantile, the median and the third quantile of the RMSDs of the group and

another circle equivalent to the largest RMSD value.

this diagram four circles are drawn: the first quantile, the median and the third quantile
of the RMSDs of the group and another circle equivalent to the largest RMSD value.

Since σDi is always positive, the negative region of the Cartesian coordinate space,
X < 0 , may be utilized if this standard deviation is multiplied by the sign of difference of
standard deviations (σ∗

i ). Thus, the resulting target diagram provides information about
whether the standard deviation is larger (X > 0) or smaller (X < 0) than the reference
standard deviation, in addition to a positive (Y > 0) or negative (Y < 0) mean difference.

In the figure 8, it is clear that the groups no. 11, 16, 17, and 18 were producing below
the group during the 5 days previous to the day in analysis. Their D is negative and their
RMSD is above the 3rd quantile of the RMSDs of the group. This result partly agrees
with the Chauvenet’s criterion, which produces 1 detection for the groups no. 11, 16, and
17, but none for group no. 18. During the 10 days period, the groups no. 16, 17, and 18
are clearly performing below the group, while the group no. 11 has improved its result.
The Chauvenet’s criterion produces 1 detection for this group during this 10 days period,
and 3, 1 and 2 detections for groups no. 16, 17 and 18, respectively. This same analysis is
applicable to the rest of groups and periods.
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V. CONCLUSION

The statistical comparison between the data and the simulation of the performance of
a PV system has shown acceptable results in a daily, monthly and yearly basis. Moreover,
this simulation can be condensed bymeans of regression lines. The statistical comparison
between the performance data and the regression lines has also proved to be acceptable.
Therefore, both the simulation and the regression adjustments can cope with the ques-
tion about the energy to be produced by a GCPVS. The interannual variability of the
horizontal irradiation, and the amplification of this variability in the productivity results,
imposes limits to this prediction exercise.

When this calculated performance is to be used as a reference for checking the oper-
ation of a PV system, the uncertainty associated to simulation and to the variability of
the radiation restricts its applicability. As it has been shown in Table II, the rRMSD for
daily values is about 10%. Therefore, in general it is not possible to reckon a group as
faulty if its daily performance is above the 80% of the simulation reference. However,
this rRMSD is below 5% during the summer months. During this period, it could be
possible to observe defects below the 90% of the simulation values. This minimum value
of rRMSD is similar to the value obtained in a monthly basis. Hence, a weekly or even a
monthly analysis can detect problems which are hidden in a daily checking [DdKB+07].
As previously shown, those days with low irradiation levels do not contribute positively
to this routine of detection, so the period should be enlarged if those days are found. It
is important to note that the degree of the problem to be detected is directly related with
the period of analysis. It is possible to mark as faulty a group deeply defective in a short
period of time, but for a small deviation it is necessary to devote more time.

On the other way, it has been shown that it is possible to analyze and decide about
a faulty group of a PV system with statistical methods without irradiation information.
The current day approach takes advantage of statistical methods for the detection of out-
liers. The limits of these methods are related to the standard deviation of the individual
performances, which is higher during winter months (about 5%) than during summer
months (around 1%). The time period approach plots several statistics with summary di-
agrams in order to study the evolution of each groups in the context of the whole system
during one or several time periods. In this manner it is possible to identify if the problem
is located in a particular day or period or if it is maintained over time. These patterns can
help to discrimine the cause of the problem, as shown in [DdKB+07].
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